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What’s New in July 2018 

Contact: Lexia Customer Support  support@lexialearning.com 
US: (800)-507-2772   Outside US: 978-405-6231

This summer, we’ve made some exciting improvements to Lexia® Core5®  Reading, Lexia® PowerUp Literacy™,  
Lexia® RAPID Assessment™, and myLexia®!

Updates to Lexia Core5 Reading
Lexia Core5 Reading v3 is a browser-only update. Core5 mobile apps (iOS and Android) will receive similar updates later 
in 2018. In the meantime, students using Core5 on both the browser and the mobile app may notice some visual, auditory, 
and program feature differences between platforms, however, there are no significant differences in activity content 
between platforms. Students can switch between platforms seamlessly without impacting myLexia reports.

No updates are planned for the desktop installed version. See here for more information.

Microsoft Internet Explorer will no longer be supported. See here for more information. Supported browsers are Chrome, 
Safari, Firefox, and Edge. 

Enhancements in Core5 v3 include:
• HTML5: Core5 is now an HTML5-based program that no longer relies upon Adobe Flash Player®, a technology that is 

being phased out by Adobe.
• Enhancements to Animations, Audio, and Visuals: Students will notice that Core5 has a new look! The animations 

and transitional elements that students see on their Core5 journey have been upgraded for a more immersive 
student experience. For example, the colorful animations that introduce each Core5 level have been rebuilt in a more 
3-dimensional style, with new audio announcing the level name. 

• New Narrators: Two new voices can be heard in Core5!  We listened to feedback from teachers and students, and a 
new female narrator is now featured in all activities. We also added male narrator for Fun Facts and clickable keyword 
definitions in Passage Comprehension.

Immersive new 3-D animations open each program levelCore5 has a new look!
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• Enhanced Flow During Instructional Branching: Students will now return to ‘where they left off’ in the Standard step 
after completing work in Practice and/or Instruction. (Previously, students returned to the beginning of the unit.) 

• Native Language Support Feature Enhancements: The student experience when using native language support 
has been redesigned. English language learners now have access to language support via the new Language Support 
button. Now, when language support has been enabled, the student will hear the introduction and directions first in 
English. Then the student can choose to click the language support button to hear an introduction and directions 
summary in their language.  Previously, students would hear the introduction and directions audio in their native 
language instead of English. The new design allows exposure to a clear English model, supports student choice, 
and allows for fading support over time. The same six languages are supported: Spanish, Mandarin, Haitian Creole, 
Vietnamese, Portuguese and Arabic.

Updates to offline instructional materials and training resources include:
• New Training on Demand Modules: We will be adding 7 updated Core5 Training on Demand modules to the 

Resources Hub for back-to-school 2018.  The modules will cover essential training topics for getting started with Core5. 
Accessible from both desktop and mobile devices, these new modules and are a convenient and powerful online 
resource for self-paced product training.

• New Instructional Materials Overviews: What are Lexia Lessons®, Lexia Skill Builders®, and Lexia® Connections? 
How can you use these resources in your classroom, and where can they be found? Check out the three new Overview 
documents in the Classroom Resources tab of the Core5 Resources Hub.

• Enhanced Lexia Skill Builders: Starred activities are now featured on every page, with enhanced focus on oral and 
written expression and collaborative activities.  

• New Rhyming Flashcards: A new flashcard set has been added for teachers who would like to supplement the 
Rhyming activity in the Level 1 Phonological Awareness strand. This resource is located in the Support for Instruction 
tab of the Resources Hub.

• New Vocabulary Flashcards: New flashcard sets and wordlists have been added for teachers who would like to 
preview or review vocabulary used in the Phonics and Phonological Awareness activities in Levels 1-9. This resource is 
located in the Support for Instruction tab of the Resources Hub.

 Enhanced language support in six languages! 
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Updates to myLexia reports include:
• New Core5 Weekly Units Target and Low Progress Indicator: Teachers now have enhanced ways to monitor student 

progress in Core5:
• The units target allows educators to monitor if students are making weekly progress in Core5 through unit 

completion. The target displays on the Core5 Class Overview, Class Usage Details (This Week and Last Week 
views) and Student Overview, and is based on a rate of two units per ten minutes of prescribed usage. Note that 
currently, only educators can see the units target in myLexia on the class and student level. The student does not 
see his or her target on the Core5 dashboard.

• The low progress indicator highlights students whose rate of unit completion is low over a period of multiple 
weeks. Students are flagged in the Core5 Class Usage Details report (Last Four Weeks view) when they have 
completed fewer than one unit in ten minutes of usage.

Updates to Lexia PowerUp Literacy
• New Comprehension content: We’ve added 7 new levels and one new activity to the Comprehension strand, which 

brings the total to 16 levels. This now makes the three Zones more robust:  Foundational (6 levels), Intermediate (6 
levels), and Advanced (4 levels).

Teachers may want to consider having some of their struggling students re-autoplace in Comprehension only. 
Candidates are those students that are currently struggling more than expected in levels 7-10 (levels 1-4 for v1.0).

How to retake Auto Placement: In myLexia under the Manage/Students tabs, go to the Program settings for the student 
and select Edit Placement in Lexia PowerUp. Then set the Comprehension strand to Auto Placement. Save all changes.

Levels 1 to 6: These new Foundational levels are now more 
appropriate for students that need the basics, including ELs. 

• Increase vocabulary and world knowledge
• Build understanding of basic text elements & structure (e.g., 

main idea, details, setting, characters)
• Texts are presented in a visual format and automatically read 

to students.

Level 16: Contains text comparisons with other texts and media, including video and fine art. In this level students are 
asked to synthesize the skills needed to read complex texts independently and proficiently.

New PowerUp Foundational Content

New PowerUp Advanced Content
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• Comprehension Instructional Branching Change: PowerUp is incorporating instruction earlier in the Comprehension 
lessons. When students struggle during the introduction of the first text, they will branch to instruction immediately. The 
introduction of scaffolding earlier will help prepare students for the second text. Note that students will automatically be 
set to the start of their current activity in Comprehension to accommodate this change.

• Auto Placement: The addition of 7 new levels in Comprehension has increased personalization in the program. 
PowerUp now supports 120 unique, initial placement combinations.

• Your Progress: Students and teachers asked for more detailed information about where students were in the program. 
Students can now see their current level in each strand, where they are in relation to finishing the strand, how many 
activities they completed in a level, and how many units left in the current activity.

• Student Homepage: The Student Homepage has been re-designed to include the number of minutes left to do in each 
of the strands. This will help students manage their time and answer the eternal question:  How much more do I have to 

do? 

• Native Language Support - Spanish: English language learners now have access to additional support via the new 
Native Language Support button. The button appears on the activity screen if the teacher has enabled this feature in 
myLexia.

• Progress Bar Colors Change: The colors for the unit progress bars for Standard, Instruction, and completion of units 
have been changed to be more intuitive. When students drop to instruction the bar will change from green to yellow to 
allow teachers to see when students are receiving extra instruction. 

The top bar shows progress through the particular unit (segments are questions/rounds) and the bottom bar shows 
progress through the activity (segments are units).

Updates to myLexia reports include: 
• PowerUp District and School Skill Status Reports: The new PowerUp District and School Skill Status reports display 

a profile of the reading skill ranges in each strand to help educators monitor and inform instruction based on their 
students’ domain-specific literacy needs. These reports also allow educators to track and compare skill-based progress 
at the school and class level.

PowerUp Student Homepage

Standard is Green Instruction is Yellow
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Updates to Lexia RAPID Assessment
• 2018-19 School Year Assessment Period (AP) Dates:

• AP1/Fall: July 21, 2018 - December 1, 2018
• AP2/Winter: December 2, 2018 - March 2, 2019 
• AP3/Spring: March 3, 2019 - mid summer

• Updates to Task Intros/Outros, Instructions, Settings, and Branding:
• Enhanced RAPID task “outro” animations for grades 3-5 and 6-12 to support student motivation  
• Upgraded task introduction screens
• Settings screen updates
• Branding updates

• Training On Demand: Sixteen new RAPID Training on Demand modules have been added to the RAPID Resources 
Hub. These modules span topics from Understanding RAPID Tasks to RAPID Class and Student Reports in myLexia. 
Accessible from both desktop and mobile devices, these new modules are a convenient and powerful online resource 
for self-paced product training.

• Product Documentation Updates: The RAPID User Guide, Technical Manuals, and other essential training documents 
have been updated for back to school 2018 to reflect enhancements to RAPID reports in myLexia and other product 
updates.

• Mobile Device Management Support: Setting the teacher email ID via a school’s Mobile Device Management (MDM) 
provider is now supported.

Updates to myLexia reports include: 
• More Granularity in the RSP Score: myLexia now displays more granularity in the categorization of students’ RAPID 

Reading Success Probability (RSP) scores to allow educators to more easily identify and prioritize who is most at risk 
and target available resources accordingly. 

Updates to myLexia
myLexia v14 is now available at www.myLexia.com. Major new features in myLexia are highlighted in this document with 
the relevant student program.

Additionally, the myLexia App for iOS v3.3 is now available for download from the App store. The myLexia app features 
stability enhancements.


